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ABSTRACT

Inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) is utilized for determining the unoccupied electron states of materials. It is a complementary technique to the widely used photoemission spectroscopy (PES) as it analyzes what PES cannot, the states above the Fermi energy. This method is essential to investigating the structure of a solid and its states. IPES has a broad range of uses and is only recently being utilized.

This thesis describes the setup, calibration and operation of an IPES experiment. The IPES setup consists of an electron gun which emits electrons towards a sample, where photons are released, which are measured in isochromat mode via a photon detector of a set energy bandwidth. By varying the electron energy at the source, a spectrum of the unoccupied density of states can be obtained. Since IPES is not commonly commercially available the design consists of many custom made components. The photon detector operates as a bandpass filter with a mixture of acetone/argon and a CaF$_2$ window setting the cutoff energies. The counter electronics consist of a pre-amplifier, amplifier and analyzer to detect the count rate at each energy level above the Fermi energy.

Along with designing the hardware components, a Labview program was written to capture and log the data for further analysis. The software features several operating modes including automated scanning which allows the user to enter the desired scan parameters and the program will scan the sample accordingly. Also implemented in the
program is the control of various external components such as the electron gun and high voltage power supply.

The new setup was tested for different gas mixtures and an optimum ratio was determined. Subsequently, IPES scans of several sample materials were performed for testing and optimization. A scan of Au was utilized for the determination of the Fermi edge energy and for comparison to literature spectra. The Fermi edge energy was then used in a measurement of indium tin oxide (ITO) determining the conduction band onset. This allowed the determination of the “transfer gap” of ITO. Future experiments will allow further application of IPES on materials and interfaces where characterization of their electronic structure is desired.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND FUNDAMENTALS

1.1 Motivation and Objective

Photoemission spectroscopy (PES) has been widely implemented as an essential tool for characterizing the electronic structure of a material but it is limited as it only measures the occupied electron states below the Fermi edge energy. To quantify the complete structure including the conduction band minimum (CBM) one had to previously estimate the location of the CBM using theoretical data or optical band gap analysis. However, there is a need to determine the transfer gap of a material for analyzing the conduction band onset and unoccupied states. Inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) is one such method that can probe the unoccupied states above the Fermi edge energy including the CBM. When IPES is used in conjunction with PES, the electron and hole injection barriers can be characterized as well as other electrical properties.

The objective of this thesis is to detail the implementation and optimization of an inverse photoemission spectroscopy setup whose future analysis application will cover a wide range of materials and interfaces. Additionally, this thesis will also serve as a reference manual for all surface science lab members when analyzing materials using the IPES setup. The design of the IPES system has been modeled after several published setups. The IPES components include an electron source, photon detector, high voltage
power supply, counter electronics and computer. In order to analyze the data from the IPES setup a LabVIEW program was created to capture and log data.

After assembly of the IPES setup the system was characterized with sample materials. Operating parameters were obtained for scanning and the analyzer broadening was investigated by scanning a metallic sample and measuring the width of the Fermi edge energy slope. Lastly, tin doped indium oxide was analyzed as an example to show transfer gap analysis with IPES using previously published valence band maximum (VBM) data.

1.2 Overview

A schematic of the IPES setup implemented in this thesis is shown in Figure 1. An electron source is directed at a sample where the electrons couple to unoccupied states within the material and radiate energy in the form of photons. The photons are then quantified using a bandpass detector where the detected current pulse is fed through a series of components such as the preamplifier to convert the current pulse to a voltage pulse, an amplifier to shape the signal and a single channel analyzer where counts are separated from the noise of the system. The counts exiting the single channel analyzer are fed into the computer where the custom LabVIEW program logs the data. The sample current is read with a picoammeter and is also input to the LabVIEW program.

There are two methods for obtaining a spectrum of the unoccupied states, isochromat and spectrograph modes. Isochromat scanning involves varying the incident electron energy while using a constant detected photon energy to plot states above the
Fermi edge energy. Spectrograph scanning works similarly but differs where the incident electron energy is kept fixed and the detected photon energy is varied with a grating spectrometer. The former method is utilized in this IPES setup due to lower implementation costs and ease of maintenance.

![Inverse photoemission spectroscopy setup schematic overview.](image)

**Figure 1: Inverse photoemission spectroscopy setup schematic overview.**

### 1.3 Photoelectric Effect

Photoemission and inverse photoemission spectroscopy are used to measure different bands of a material and are inverses of one another. However, both are based on the photoelectric effect first observed by Heinrich Hertz in 1887 [1]. Hertz observed that the required voltage to induce sparks in a gap was reduced when he introduced UV light. In 1905 it was Einstein though who explained the photoelectric effect in solids. The energy of a photon $E$ is related to its frequency $\nu$ and Planck’s constant $h$ by [2, 3]:

$$E = h\nu$$
\[ E = h \times v. \] 

Equation 1

This energy can be transferred to an electron in photoemission spectroscopy. Einstein predicted the maximum kinetic energy of an electron released from a solid to be \([4]\):

\[ E_{\text{kin}}^{\text{max}} = h\nu - \phi, \]

Equation 2

where \(\phi\) is referred to as the work function of the solid and is the minimum energy required to remove an electron from the surface to vacuum.

### 1.4 Photoemission Spectroscopy (PES)

Photoemission spectroscopy is one of the most widespread methods for analyzing the electronic structure of solids and surfaces \([5]\). A monochromatized light source generates photons directed at a sample. Energy is then transferred to electrons that will leave the sample and their \(E_{\text{kin}}\) is measured with an analyzer. It was in the 1960’s when photoemission spectroscopy started to become an indispensable tool to measure chemical and electronic properties of a material. The first ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) valence band spectrum was measured on copper in 1963 by Spicer et al. \([6]\). The benefit of photoemission spectroscopy, both ultraviolet and x-ray, is the wealth of information that can be obtained from characterizing a material with these methods. Some of the parameters include frequency, polarization, angle of incidence, crystal face and surface structure and the spin polarization of electrons \([7]\). Knowledge of PES is crucial to understanding the theory of IPES. Therefore a solid background regarding PES will first be introduced.
The initial difficulty with PES stemmed from the need of stringent vacuum conditions. In recent times Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) conditions are easier to obtain. Additionally, the investigation of the surface states of a material requires a clean surface. High surface sensitivity results from the short inelastic mean free path of electrons in matter, which is defined as the average distance the electrons can travel between collisions [8]. It determines the depth of the sample available to be analyzed even though photons can penetrate to depths of tens of µm. Electrons on the surface have a lower probability of scattering at atoms and therefore are more likely to escape the sample. If the sample surface is not clean, electrons are absorbed by the contamination layer. This impairs the characterization of the sample. The inelastic mean free path $\lambda$ is given by Tanuma et al. [9] as:

$$\lambda = \frac{E}{(E_p)^{2}} \left[ \beta \ln(\gamma E) - \left( \frac{E}{E_p} \right) + \left( \frac{D}{E_p} \right) \right],$$

Equation 3

$E$ = electron kinetic energy (eV)

$E_p$ = free electron plasmon energy [$28.8 (N_v \gamma / M)^{1/2}$]

$\gamma$ = density (g/cm$^3$)

$N_v$ = number of valence electrons per atom or molecule

$M, \beta, \gamma, C, D$ = atomic or molecular weight parameters.

By examining many different elements such as aluminum, gold, iron, mercury and tungsten, Tanuma et al. were able to determine empirical values for the atomic and molecular weight parameters. Independent of particular materials properties the mean free path usually follows a curve as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Universal curve of electron mean free path as a function of an electron’s energy. [10]

The PES process is usually described with a three-step model. First, the photoionization occurs and the photon energy excites an electron. Second, the aforementioned electron is transported to the surface of the solid. Third, the excited electron penetrates through the surface and enters the vacuum. This separation of stages does not exist in reality but it helps analyzing this process [11].

The energy levels below the Fermi energy are occupied states and can be quantized with PES. The data gathered from PES can directly show the density of states and the work function of a sample. Figure 3 illustrates the energy conversion diagram related to PES. The following equation describes the transfer of energy from the initial photon and the final kinetic energy that is expected:

\[ E_{kin} = h\nu - E_b - \phi. \]  

Equation 4
Figure 3: Photoemission spectroscopy energy transference.

The binding energy $E_b$ of an electron is given relative to the Fermi energy, $E_F = 0$. For a constant photon energy and a metallic sample, electrons with the highest measured kinetic energy will originate from the Fermi energy where their binding energy is 0 and $E_{kin} = \hbar v - \phi$. The lowest kinetic energy electrons to leave the sample will have barely enough energy to stay in vacuum. This energy represents the work function of the material. In this case, $\hbar v \approx E_b + \phi$ so $E_{kin} \approx 0$ [12]. The momentum $\rho$ of the ejected electron is related to its kinetic energy by:

\[
E_{kin} = \frac{\rho^2}{2m},
\]

Equation 5

which can be written as:
\[ \rho = \sqrt{2mE_{kin}}, \]

with the electron mass \( m \).

For core level emissions x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is utilized. The energy of the core levels is element-specific, i.e. XPS can be used to measure the stoichiometry of a sample. The chemical interaction between atoms is revealed through peak shifts of the core level lines.

By using UPS, information about the valence states can be obtained. XPS can also probe the valence states but is not utilized due to the lower resolution. UPS features a resolution of 200 meV while XPS is limited to 200 - 900 meV depending on the line width of the exciting light. The photon source for UPS is usually a helium gas discharge lamp where the He I and He II lines are used at 21.21 eV and 40.6 eV. From Figure 2 it is apparent that the inelastic mean free path is lower for UPS which implies increased surface sensitivity when compared to XPS.

UPS directly yields the valence bands density of states (DOS) of the sample surface. Information about the band structure and other properties such as band offsets at materials interfaces can also be obtained. It is of importance to note PES is a final state energy measurement where the measured energies correspond to the ionized state of the investigated material.

Figure 4 is an example of a UPS measurement on a TiO\(_2\) sample. The valence band emissions are approximately between the binding energies of 4 to 8 eV. This emission is proportionally related to the density of states and allows the measuring of the valence band maximum (VBM) which is crucial in addition to IPES in determining the transfer gap of a material. The work function of the material can also be deduced by
investigating the secondary electron onset which in this measurement is around 17 eV and subtracting this value from the excitation energy of 21.2 eV [13]. The onset originates from the scattered secondary electrons that contain the minimum energy required to escape the surface.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4:** UPS scan of sputtered and unsputtered anatase TiO$_2$. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from ([13]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

### 1.5 Inverse Photoemission Spectroscopy (IPES)

IPES allows the probing of the unoccupied states of a sample. The electron gun emits monochromatic electrons to a sample where they couple to unoccupied electron
states. Photons resulting from the radiative decay into lower energy states can be measured. These outgoing photons are measured with a proportional counter acting as a bandpass detector consisting of a CaF$_2$ window setting the low pass filter and an ionizing gas (acetone) defining the high pass filter. The constant energy detection set by the fixed window designates the setup as isochromat spectroscopy [14].

Inverse photoemission spectroscopy has always lagged behind photoemission spectroscopy in respect to development. In 1895 x-rays were discovered by Roentgen [15]. Although Einstein described the photoelectric effect in 1905 it was not until 1915 that the first experiment confirmed the inverse of that theory by Duane and Hunt [16]. They reported the minimum X-ray wavelength emitted from a sample that is under bombardment of electrons. This was the beginning of what today is called inverse photoemission spectroscopy.

Transfer of energy in IPES can be described as the difference in the initial kinetic energy of the electron to the final photon state:

$$h\nu = E_i - E_f. \quad \text{Equation 7}$$

Similar to PES, an inverted three-step model is used to describe the IPES process. First an electron of known energy impinges on the sample and couples to an unoccupied state above the Fermi edge energy. In the second step the electron decays. Decaying occurs either radiatively, where a photon is released, or non-radiatively where the energy is lost through inelastic collisions. The emitted photons are measured via the photon detector [17].
Figure 5: Inverse photoemission spectroscopy energy transference.

IPES in comparison to PES possesses a much lower output of photons vs. electrons in the final state. The wavelength of the photons is substantially longer than electrons with comparable energy resulting in a lower cross section [18, 19]. The cross section describes the probability of interaction between particles. The emission cross section of IPES is further reduced about $10^{-8}$ photons per electron due to the phase factor, which is inversely proportional to the wavelength of the emitted light [20]. The ratio of the cross section between IPES and PES is found to be [21]:

$$\text{ratio} = \frac{\text{cross section of PES}}{\text{cross section of IPES}}$$
Surface sensitivity in IPES is of concern. From Figure 2 it can be seen that the mean free path for the range of electrons impinging the sample is marginally larger than UPS. The measurement is strongly affected by adsorption of contaminants on the surface.

The unoccupied density of states is obtained from IPES measurements. Figure 6 illustrates IPES data for two metals, silver and tantalum [22]. From these scans the energy of the conduction band minimum (CBM) can be obtained. As will be shown in Chapter 5, this data is used to determine the conduction band shifts of other materials with respect to the Fermi edge $E_F$. When used in conjunction with the PES VBM, the transfer gap can be quantified.

The transfer gap, determined from PES and IPES, is a measurement of the energy required to create an uncorrelated free electron and hole whereas the optical band gap, determined with UV-Vis absorption, refers to the onset creation of an exciton. Therefore the optical gap is smaller than the transfer gap by a significant amount. The binding
energy $E_b$ required in an exciton to break the electron-hole pair has been determined through experimental and theoretical techniques to be approximately 0.5 - 1.5 eV in a molecular solid, 0.2 – 0.5 eV eV in polymers and ~ 10 meV in inorganic solids [23].

Aside from measurements of metal surfaces also semiconducting and molecular materials can be measured. Furthermore, interfaces such as metal-metal, metal-semiconductor and semiconductor-semiconductor can be characterized. This allows the measurement of electron injection barriers and other semiconductor structures.

Figure 6: IPES measurement and comparison to literature of Ag and Ta by Shukla et al. Reprinted with permission [22].

Figure 7 shows an example of a metal-semiconductor interface measurement. Here the group V element bismuth is overlayed on the surface of gallium arsenide. The clean measurement of GaAs is shown alongside the bottom of the figure and features a
surface state at around 2 eV relative to the VBM. This measurement example is particularly interesting considering that the change of the states can be visualized as the layers were added. The first layer appears just below 2 eV and by 1.0 ML growth one can see the emergence of the second layer. Each additional layer decreases the transfer gap. The new interface state shows the bonding of Bi-Ga and Bi-As [21]. An image state is also shown in the figure stemming from the long-range image potential near the vacuum level.

Figure 7: Surface and interface states for Bi overlayed on GaAs. [21]
1.6 Photon Proportional Counter

IPES requires the ability to detect emitted photons from the sample as electrons fill the unoccupied states. The most common detector used is a gas-filled counter referred to as a Geiger-Mueller tube which was developed for the detection of ionizing radiation [24]. The Geiger-Mueller tube was initially utilized to detect high energy alpha, beta and gamma radiation. It was first used specifically for IPES by Denninger et al. [25, 26]. The typical counter is an end-window type with a filtering material to filter the energy of the incoming radiation. The same counter can be operated in different modes where the applied high voltage between the cathode and anode indicates the region of operation [27]. Going from low to high voltage the counter can behave as an ionization chamber, proportional counter, and Geiger counter. It was shown by Shukla et al. [22] that the proportional counter condition can be used for IPES.

Geiger counters are constructed with a cylindrical cathode tube encapsulating a thin anode wire running through the center. In order to have gas multiplication the applied electric field must be sufficiently high. The electric field $\varepsilon(r)$ at a radius $r$ is given by:

$$\varepsilon(r) = \frac{V}{r \ln\left(\frac{b}{a}\right)}, \quad \text{Equation 9}$$

$V$ = voltage applied between anode and cathode

$a$ = anode wire radius

$b$ = cathode inner radius.
Single ion pair creation cannot be easily detected as a pulse due to the very small associated current. Typically a gas multiplier is used in conjunction with the ionization gas to amplify the current pulse detected on the anode [28]. This multiplier gas is let into the detector simultaneously along with the ionized gas. The initial electrons accelerated towards the anode through the applied electric field will impact the multiplier gas molecules and eject secondary electrons. This avalanche results in a current pulse that is proportional to the initial ion pair creation, but of much higher magnitude. The multiplier gas cannot have a lower ionization energy than the low pass component of the filter, which in this case is the window affixed to the cathode [29].

Photons with an energy below the window cutoff will enter the photon detector and ionize the gas molecules if their energy exceeds the gas ionization threshold. Depending on the selection of the window and gas, a bandpass is achieved, defining the resolution of the measurement. Variations of window/gas combinations will be discussed later in experimental Chapter 3. Once a molecule is ionized the electron is accelerated towards the anode. The electron then has enough energy to free more electrons from the
multiplier gas it encounters on the way to the anode. The ionized gasses will drift towards the cathode where they get neutralized and so become again ready for ionization.

1.7 Electron Gun Theory

An electron gun suitable for IPES must operate in the single digit eV region, have a reasonably high current, and be focused into a small spot on the sample [17]. Shown in Figure 9 is the block diagram of a refractory metal cathode electron gun.

At temperatures above absolute zero there are electrons that can leave a cathode surface. As the temperature is increased, the number of electrons with enough energy to escape increases. Emission of electrons from a surface by heating is referred to as thermionic emission [30]. The metal cathode is directly heated by a voltage source. When the cathode temperature is relatively low and the 1st anode voltage is high, the cathode operates in a temperature limited mode [31]. In this region an exponential relationship exists between the electron emission and cathode temperature. This is described by the Richardson-Dushman equation:

\[ J = A T^2 e^{\frac{-\phi}{kT}}, \]  

\[ J \quad = \quad \text{emission current density (A/cm}^2\text{)} \]
\[ A \quad = \quad \text{Richardson’s constant for cathode material (A/[cm}^2\text{*K}^2\text{])} \]
\[ T \quad = \quad \text{cathode temperature (K)} \]
\[ \phi \quad = \quad \text{work function of cathode (eV)} \]
\[ k \quad = \quad \text{Boltzmann’s constant (8.6 x 10}^{-5}\text{ eV/K).} \]
Operating an electron gun in the temperature limited mode results in the beam current shifting as the temperature drifts. By increasing the cathode temperature and reducing the 1st anode voltage, the cathode then operates in a space charge limited mode. The relationship is described by the Langmuir-Child space charge equation [32]:

\[
J = \frac{2.335 \times 10^{-6} \times V^3}{d^2},
\]

Equation 11

\[
J = \text{emission current density (A/cm}^2\text{)}
\]

\[
V = \text{cathode to anode voltage difference (V)}
\]

\[
d = \text{distance between cathode and anode (cm)}.
\]

When the cathode is in the space charge limited region the emission current is fairly steady for changes in temperatures but this results in much shorter cathode lifetimes due to the cathode material evaporating rapidly with higher temperatures [31]. Hence guns are usually operated between the two regions. This provides beam stability and sufficient emission current while maximizing the cathode lifetime [32].

The electron source voltage \(V_{ES}\) in Figure 9 is the source of energy for thermionic emission. Once the electrons exit the source they are focused via a series of lenses. The grid voltage \(V_G\) can be used to turn off the beam. If the applied grid voltage is negative enough in relation to the cathode it will completely suppress the emission of electrons. This technique can be extended to pulsing the flow of electrons with a relatively fast cycle. The 1st anode lens is used to accelerate the electrons, while focusing occurs in the focus lens controlled by voltage \(V_F\). The beam can be directed in 2 dimensions using a four-pole deflection plate system. Deflection in the x-axis is controlled with \(V_{XD}\) whereas deflection in the y-axis is controlled with \(V_{YD}\) [32].
Figure 9: Electron gun block diagram. [32]
CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

2.1 Experimental Setup

2.1.1 Integrated Surface Science System

The experiments were performed in an integrated high vacuum surface science system. The three chambers are connected via an in situ sample transfer mechanism allowing transfer without exposing a sample to atmosphere. The base pressure of the system was at $5 \times 10^{-10} \text{ mbar}$. The sample is loaded via the fast entry load lock and from there can be transferred into any chamber according to deposition or analysis needs. Each chamber is isolated with gate valves unless transferring a sample. Inverse photoemission spectroscopy is a custom made setup and is featured in chamber 1 of Figure 10. Photoemission spectroscopy is conducted in the analysis chamber (chamber 3) with a commercial setup from SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH, Berlin, Germany. The excitation source for XPS is a magnesium anode being struck by an electron beam. This provides radiation at a fixed photon energy of 1253.6 eV. The source for UPS measurements is a helium discharge lamp providing a photon energy of 21.21 eV.
2.1.2 Sample Preparation

The samples analyzed were cut to size and mounted onto a substrate holder with dimensions 12.5 mm x 15 mm. For samples with a nonconductive back the screw heads provide an electrical contact to the sample holder and ground. The samples were cleaned with organic solvents (acetone, methanol and isopropanol). The polycrystalline Au was also cleaned by Ar\textsuperscript{+} bombardment (SPECS IQE 11/35 ion source) for 40 minutes at a
kinetic energy of 5 keV and an emission current of 10 mA. This cleans the substrate surface from residual oxide and hydrocarbon contamination.

2.2 IPES Instrumentation

2.2.1 Electron Gun and Power Supply

The electron gun and power supply used in IPES is the ELG-2/EGPS-1022 electron gun and power supply combination supplied from Kimball Physics. The power supply is shown in Figure 11. This electron gun features both low and high energy modes combining for a range of 1 eV to 2000 eV. The beam current can be varied from 1 nA to 10 µA depending on the applied grid voltage. The cathode is a Tantalum disc that is heated to approximately 2000° K to generate a stream of electrons through thermionic emission. The electron gun can be controlled via the Flex Panel display on the power supply or the Kimball Physics LabVIEW program [32].

Figure 11: Kimball Physics EGPS-1022 power supply.
2.2.2 Photon Detector

The photon detector in the system was custom built. The cathode tube, made by Torr Scientific, has a window at one end made of CaF$_2$ and a 2¾“ CF flange on the other. The optical low pass window filter is approximately 1.5 mm thick. Length of the tube is 11.81” and its outer and inner diameters are 0.87” and 0.71”, respectively. The anode, shown in Figure 12, is a polished stainless steel electrode with a diameter of 0.12” which narrows to 0.06” near the tip.

![Figure 12: Electrical feedthrough and anode.](image)

The electrical feedthrough was custom built by MPF Products, Inc. It is a high voltage feedthrough with a ceramic insulator rated up to 30 kV to ensure no arcing occurs inside the tube when the gas mixture is present. The electrical feedthrough was custom designed to be of the same material as the anode and with the same outer diameter. This allows for a good contact via the custom made sleeve that connects both electrodes. There are tap holes in the sleeve which prevent the trapping and later outgassing of
unwanted gasses. A Teflon cover extends over the sleeve to avoid arcing between the thicker diameter sleeve and the cathode. A Macor part cut to the inner diameter of the tube is placed approximately 2/3 of the way down the electrode to stabilize the tip and ensure centered orientation within the cathode. Figure 13 shows the assembled electrical feedthrough and detector.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 13: Feedthrough connected to CaF₂ viewport.**

### 2.2.3 Gas Manifold

The gas manifold allows filling up the photon detector through a series of valves. Figure 14 shows a schematic of this manifold. Argon with a purity over 99.9% and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) grade acetone with a minimum purity of 99.5% are used in the system. The manifold, and by extension the photon detector, can be pumped down via the turbomolecular vacuum pump as seen in the top left of Figure 14.
A Thermovac TR 211 (Pirani) gauge is used to measure both the acetone and argon pressures when filling the photon detector. The TR 211 gauge has an aluminum sensing cell with a tungsten filament and a measurement range of $5 \times 10^{-4}$ to 1000 mbar. The filament is part of a Wheatstone bridge and when the temperature of the filament changes due to pressure then the control circuit will change the applied power accordingly to reach the nominal temperature and balance out the Wheatstone bridge. The gauge comes fully aligned and compensated for temperatures 0 to 40 °C. Paired with the gauge is a Combivac CM 31 controller to make the necessary power changes and calculate the pressure for the type of gas being measured. The calibration factor used for the acetone is N2 while the argon reading uses the Ar calibration factor.

Figure 14: Gas manifold system for pumping and filling detector.
2.2.4 Counter Electronics

The electronics used to interpret the detected current pulses consist of a Tennelec TC 175 preamplifier, Ortec 452 amplifier, Canberra 2030 single channel analyzer, Ortec 4001A NIM BIN and a National Instruments PCI-6025E Data Acquisition (DAQ) card.

The Tennelec preamplifier is a charge sensitive preamplifier specifically designed to be used with proportional counters requiring up to 5 kV of bias voltage. It offers a sensitivity of 200 mV/pC and the input field effect transistor (FET) is protected against drastic changes in the bias voltage. The preamplifier routes the high voltage bias through the instrumentation box and outputs to the photon detector. The current pulses are then sensed and converted to voltage pulses. A test input is also available which is utilized later in Chapter 4 for the testing of the counter electronics.

The Ortec 452 amplifier has a variable gain from X2.5 to X3000 and a selectable shaping time constant of 0.25 µs to 6.0 µs. Changing the output range and the polarity can also be accomplished through the front panel. Other features not used in IPES include base line restoration and time delay insertion. The amplifier is connected to the NIM BIN power supply and has an output for the preamplifier power as well.

The amplified signal is then fed into the single channel analyzer (SCA). The SCA analyzes the peak amplitude of the incoming pulses and outputs a digital high/low (5 V/0 V) accordingly. This logic output is determined by the lower level and window settings on the front panel. The lower level can be adjusted between +.01 VDC to + 10.00 VDC and is used to set the lower discriminatory level to filter out noise in the system. The window can therefore be set to any value between the lower level and + 10.00 VDC.
The NIM BIN power supply is used to power all the counter electronics. It includes wiring for ±6 V, ±12 V and ±24 V. There is a wiring harness delivering the power to the module connectors.

The output of the single channel analyzer is fed into the NI SCB-100 shielded I/O connector block for interfacing to the peripheral component interconnect (PCI) card. The National Instruments DAQ card receives the high/low signal from the connector block and inputs to the PC for acquisition and plotting. The PCI-6025E features two 12-bit analog outputs, 32 digital I/O lines and two 24-bit counters. The PCI card interfaces with the computer via the NI-DAQmx driver software and can stream to the disk at rates up to 200 kS/s.

A picoammeter, Keithley 6485, was used to continuously record the sample current during IPES measurements. It can measure currents from 20 fA to 20 mA with a resolution of 10 fA. Up to 1000 readings per seconds can be obtained. This current is used by the designed LabVIEW software to normalize the time scanned so the count rate is a true indication of counts per set charge.

The Stanford PS-350 power supply is the high voltage source used to create an electric field between the anode and cathode and is responsible for the photon detector’s region of operation. It can provide high voltage DC output up to 5000 volts and is controllable from the front panel but also features serial RS-232 support which is implemented in the IPES LabVIEW program for remote control.
2.3 LabVIEW Software

A LabVIEW program was written to analyze the data coming in from the DAQ card. This software is designed for engineers and scientists to develop measurement, test, and control systems through a graphical environment. The dataflow programming language is referred to as G.

The program designed for IPES allows for data analysis and logging as well as control of external components such as the Kimball Physics electron gun and the Stanford power supply. For ease of use the program has been divided into three different tabs: manual mode, automatic mode, and detector voltage scan mode.

2.3.1 Manual Mode

The manual mode shown in Figure 15 allows the user to measure the counts coming into the system for a specified electron beam energy emitted from the gun. This beam energy is controlled by the Kimball Physics software while in the manual mode. A shared feature between all the modes is the ability to control the high voltage power supply to the photon detector via the software. This power supply control has its own box for turning on/off the power supply as well as setting the voltage desired followed by the output voltage reading from the supply. Within manual mode there are two ways to scan for the count rate. Counting mode allows the user to set a number of counts and the software will measure the time it takes to reach those counts. The alternative is timing
mode where the time is set and the counts are measured within this time. Both methods also allow having the scanned data be outputted for saving in a file.

Figure 15: Manual mode for IPES measurement at a fixed electron energy.
2.3.2 Automatic Mode

The second tab in the LabVIEW program is automatic mode. The first mode is used to measure the count rate at a specific beam energy while the automatic mode is used to scan the sample in isochromat mode where the detected photon energy is fixed and the incident beam energy is varied. There are various parameters that can be set to control the electron beam such as start and stop energies, step in eV, charge in µA, and number of scans to perform. These values are shown on the left-hand of Figure 16. The start and stop energies determine the beam energy coming out of the electron gun. The step size sets the resolution of the scan. This software resolution can be any value but is limited in practical terms by the physical resolution of the beam energy and the photon detector. The charge in µAs will establish the time for the program to acquire pulses at each step. This mode also contains parameters that are saved to the output file along with the power supply controls found in the other tabs. The saved parameters include acetone pressure, argon pressure, counter voltage, and the Fermi edge value that has been determined from a gold sample. All parameters are saved along with the control values to the output file for documentation when analyzing. There are two graphs which show the current scan and the average of all scans at any given time.
Figure 16: Automatic mode for scanning a spectrum of unoccupied states in a material by varying incident electron energy.

2.3.3 Detector Voltage Scan

Detector voltage scan mode is shown in Figure 17 is used when trying to determine what high voltage is required for photon detection after filling the detector with gas. If the applied voltage between anode and cathode is too low then ion-pair creation cannot be detected as the electric field will not be enough to accelerate electrons towards the anode. Inversely if the applied voltage is too high then the counter will be unstable and counts measured are not necessarily due to ion-pair creation from incoming photons. Therefore the applied voltage is important for having a stable counter. There are
values for start and stop voltages as well as the step size. When starting the scan the system will scan for a preset time or counts to measure and then increase the voltage by step size. To avoid the possibility of reaching breakthrough and breaking down the gas, there is a safe check which will compare the count rate with the previous count rate. When the value has surpassed a certain threshold and then drops below 80% of its previous reading it will stop the measurement.

Figure 17: Detector voltage scan utilized when determining an optimum applied high voltage between anode and cathode.
CHAPTER 3: PHOTON DETECTOR OPERATION AND TESTING

3.1 Proportional Counter Gas and Window Selection

The selection of the window material and ionization gas will determine the optical resolution of the system. The most commonly used window in recent publications is CaF$_2$ [33, 34]. Shown in Table 1 are some of the materials used as the low pass cutoff. Due to the low cross section of IPES the combination of window/gas has to be chosen for adequate counts and resolution. A too narrow resolution reduces the counts to unpractical levels. CaF$_2$ was chosen as the window material in the photon detector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Cutoff Energy</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BaF$_2$</td>
<td>9.3 eV</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaF$_2$</td>
<td>10.08 eV</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgF$_2$</td>
<td>10.97 eV</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Window element cutoff energy comparison.

Traditionally, iodine (I$_2$) has been utilized to provide the high pass ionization threshold. Budke et al. [37] have analyzed the performance of a CaF$_2$ window used in conjunction with both iodine and acetone. With the CaF$_2$/iodine combination the
resolution is approximately 700 meV (FWHM). Recent progress in IPES has led to acetone vapor used over iodine for a number of reasons. The greatest advantage to using acetone is a smaller energy resolution of about 400 meV. Iodine is also corrosive and can cause problems in the sealing surfaces with stainless steel. Lastly, acetone does not require dead time correction because it works in the proportional region [38].

Acetone has been chosen as the ionization gas of the system. The photoionization of acetone is plotted in Figure 18 and the cutoff is determined to be approximately 9.69 eV while the cutoff of iodine is 9.23 eV [39, 40]. Therefore, a smaller bandwidth results from using acetone instead of iodine.

Figure 18: Acetone photoionization cutoff plot. Reprinted with permission from ([40]). Copyright 2012, American Institute of Physics.
The corresponding bandpass of mean photon energy $E = 9.9$ eV and an energy resolution of $\Delta E = 0.4$ eV has also been investigated by Funnemann and Herz [41]. Figure 19 gives a visual representation of the overlap between the two different filter elements. The blue line indicates the photoionization of acetone while the green line indicates the transmission curve of CaF$_2$. The resolution is determined by the full width at half maximum (FWHM).

Figure 19: Overlap of acetone photoionization and CaF$_2$ transmission for the optical bandpass. [41]
3.2 Acetone Purification

The acetone was poured into a vial and then connected to the gas manifold system shown in Figure 14. While the acetone used in the vial is of high purity, there are gasses trapped in the remaining volume of the vial once it is connected. There are several ways of purification. Substitution of an inert gas by purging is one such method to replace reactive gases like oxygen and carbon dioxide. This method is not ideal since the desired final output is not the contamination free acetone desired. The freeze-pump-thaw method works by freezing the acetone and then evacuating the remaining volume to eliminate atmospheric gases. The latter method was deemed most suitable and implemented in purification of the acetone.

Initially the difficulty of freezing acetone arose from the low temperature required. The first thought was to use dry ice to freeze the acetone. The freezing point of acetone at 0 feet above sea level is approximately -94.7 °C. At atmospheric pressure dry ice sublimates at -78.5 °C so it cannot lower the temperature of acetone to below its freezing point. Liquid nitrogen was therefore chosen as the cooling method to freeze the acetone. Liquid nitrogen boils at -196 °C so it can easily lower the acetone temperature to below freezing.

After the submerged acetone had frozen, the manifold lines were opened and the vial was evacuated for 2-3 minutes. Afterwards the liquid nitrogen submersing the acetone was removed and the acetone was left at room temperature to thaw. During the thaw cycle the acetone would exhibit gases rising to the top. This is the outgassing of other molecules into the now evacuated chamber above the liquid level. Once the
acetone had completely melted the cycle was repeated. For each subsequent freeze-thaw cycle the amount of outgassing dramatically decreased. After the third freeze-thaw cycle the acetone no longer outgassed and was then considered to be pure. Figure 20 shows the frozen acetone in the vial.

Figure 20: Frozen acetone while evacuating the vial.
3.3 Pressure Testing

The design of the photon detector and gas mixture is based on the previous work of Budke [37], Dose [26], Funnemann [41], Shukla [22] et al. After the assembly of the photon detector and the counter electronics, the gas and pressure mixture had to be determined. Both the gas mixtures provided by Shukla and Budke were tested.

The inverse spectrometer fabricated by Shukla et al. was published to work with only acetone in the detector. The gas pressure used by Shukla et al. was tested in the setup. A sputtered Au sample was loaded into the chamber via the fast entry load lock in Figure 10. The detector was then filled with only acetone to a pressure of 3.1 mbar (N2 calibration). When trying to determine the count rate above the Fermi edge of Au as seen in Figure 5 of [22], the counts reached breakdown too quickly and no scan could be recorded. According to the literature the counts should first appear around 400 V with a peak around 620 V when the detector becomes unstable thus lowering the count rate. Different acetone pressures were tested and no stable operation was recorded. Table 2 shows the applied high voltage between the cathode and anode in the photon detector. The electron energy value on the gun was fixed above the Fermi edge to ensure a count rate could be perceived. The voltage was slowly ramped up from 0 V. Note there is no gradual increase in the count rate and no stable voltage where the measurement could be taken. The acetone gas mixture behaves too erratically. This is due to the fact that in the current setup without the multiplier gas it is almost impossible to detect the small current pulses on the anode. These small pulses can easily be hidden by the noise of the system. Counts only appear when the applied voltage is near the maximum recorded in literature. This is a very small window before the gas achieves breakdown and is no longer stable.
The acetone only gas did not prove to be successful so different mixtures were tested and will be subsequently discussed.

**Table 2: The count rate vs. applied voltage for 3.1 mbar (N2) acetone pressure is shown.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied voltage</th>
<th>Count rate above Fermi edge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;590</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655</td>
<td>5001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The acetone and argon mixture tests are based on the operation of the spectrometer designed by Budke et al. The pressure used in that setup is a 1 mbar partial pressure of acetone with a total pressure of 200 mbar of the acetone and argon [37]. This was a starting point for the gas mixtures tested in this setup. It was decided that the use of a multiplier gas such as argon is essential to this configuration and should work well with the 1/200 mbar mixture.
The chamber was loaded with a sputtered Au sample again and then tested with different pressures. Once argon was added there was an instant change in the spectrum and the photon detector started measuring expected counts. The energy of the electron gun was fixed above the Fermi edge as it had been in the previous acetone only test. Around 500 V the first counts appear. The peak number of counts is around 525 V. The detector is functioning as it should. The plot in Figure 21 bears resemblance to the count rate scans for different pressures in Figure 5 by Shukla et al. [22]. It is of value to note that although the acetone only gas did not work as intended in this setup, the addition of the multiplier gas allows the counts to be identified and the plot now resembles similar data published by Shukla et al. [22].

![Count rate vs. applied high voltage for a fixed energy above the Fermi edge (1 mbar acetone / 200 mbar acetone and argon gas mixture).](image)

**Figure 21:** Count rate vs. applied high voltage for a fixed energy above the Fermi edge (1 mbar acetone / 200 mbar acetone and argon gas mixture).
The next step was to test other gas mixtures and see if this result could be improved. The acetone pressure was first kept constant and the argon pressure was varied. It is the argon pressure which amplifies the initial ion pair creation and makes the current pulse a detectable level so changes in amplitude will more likely be related to an argon variation than an acetone variation.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 22**: Count rate vs. applied high voltage for a fixed energy above the Fermi edge (varied gas mixtures).

The changes in count rate for different gas mixtures are shown in Figure 22. There are slight differences for the different mixtures such as higher count rate and a wider bandwidth of applied voltage. The plots do not differ substantially in way of
general shape and behavior. The onset of counts is shifted to a higher voltage for a higher concentration in acetone and in argon. The large separation can be accounted for by the pressure gauge used to measure the gas pressure in the photon detector. The thermovac gauge as discussed in the experimental chapter has a logarithmic pressure scale and when it reaches 200 mbar its step size has increased to 10 mbar. Therefore the resolution is larger when compared to pressure readings of lower magnitudes.

These scans help to determine the best mixture but it is in fact the consistent intensity of scans that would help identify the best mixture. The Au sample was then scanned at a fixed applied high voltage below the peaks of the scans shown in Figure 22. The energy range of the electron gun was varied from 2-14 eV. The Au sample was scanned 4 consecutive times. Lines in Figure 23 show the change in intensity of each scan. It is interesting to see that by decreasing the argon pressure in the detector each subsequent scan had the general trend of increasing. The reverse is seen when the argon pressure is increased. The mixture of 1 mbar acetone and 250 mbar shows this decreasing trend. In order to assume functional operation of the detector the results have to be repeatable with minimum deviation. The 2 mbar acetone and 200 mbar argon mixture also had sporadic deviation and is not suitable. The original mixture used by Budke was deemed to be a good operating mixture for this setup.
Figure 23: The various gas mixtures were used to scan Au from 2-14 eV and the intensity deviation has been plotted via the variation in each scan.
4.1 Electronics Operation Test

The signal analysis electronics were tested in an isolated environment to ensure proper operation. Figure 24 through Figure 26 depict the signal input and output at each stage. A square wave was used as a test signal input to the preamplifier. This is shown as Channel 2 in the figures for reference.

Figure 24: A square wave pulse is fed into the test input of the preamplifier (Channel 2). The output is the converted and amplified signal (Channel 1).
A characteristic of the preamplifier is that the output is inverted, as shown in Figure 24. This is nullified by inverting the output again at the amplifier stage so the proper rising edge outputs the positive pulse. The gain of the amplifier was set to X25 which is reflected in the signal amplitude change from 0.24 V to 6.32 V from transition of the preamplifier to the amplifier output. The pulse shaping characteristic is also shown in Figure 25. This setting is used to provide a more distinct pulse and is easier to isolate. Figure 26 displays the output of the single channel analyzer where a +5 V pulse is created for each initial current charge above the set noise threshold. It is this signal that is fed into the computer for further analysis.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 25:** The output of the amplifier (Channel 1). The initial input to the preamplifier is shown as well (Channel 2).
4.2 Electron Gun LabVIEW Interface

The electron gun and power supply mentioned in Section 2.2.1 are controlled by a LabVIEW program created by Kimball Physics. This fully functional standalone software controls most configurable aspects of the electron gun. There are many parameters that can be set as desired (e.g. beam energy, anode voltage and source voltage) but an important consideration is the possibility of damage due to drastic variations from the recommended operation of the gun and power supply. Kimball Physics has therefore put safeguards in place for several of the parameters. For example, the source voltage heating the cathode can only be increased by a maximum of 0.25 V at any time. Precautions ensure proper use of the gun and extension of the setup lifetime. The recommended startup and operation of the electron gun is featured in Appendix B.
In order to change the settings of the electron gun with the custom designed IPES software, it was necessary to have external access to the Kimball Physics software. The green rectangle by the electron energy in Figure 27 is a visual indicator that the parameter is being accessed by another virtual instrument (VI). This is achieved with data binding through DataSocket provided by National Instruments. This was specifically developed for the sharing of live data through a network over various protocols such as HTTP, FTP and local file access. In this program the data is accessed locally and is only necessary to allow the IPES software control over the electron energy from the electron gun. Therefore the energy control in the Kimball program was set to data binding into a local variable where only read access was allowed. Similarly the energy setting in the IPES software was set to have write access to the same variable. This is shown in Figure 28.

![Figure 27: Electron gun LabVIEW interface created by Kimball Physics.](image)
4.3 IPES LabVIEW Software

4.3.1 NI DAQmx

The count acquisition PCI-6025E card interfaces with the computer via the National Instruments DAQmx driver software. This is a new API design and architecture that was implemented in the 1990’s to add several new features to the outdated DAQ software. The improvements include being able to add new devices with greater compatibility, taking advantage of newer CPU architecture and enabling multithreading. There are various performance gains and the new method of data acquisition has become simple. Perhaps the most important part of the IPES software is being able to distinguish the counts coming from the single channel analyzer. The DAQmx driver software makes this task very easy. The counting task shown in Figure 29 is accessed by the Measurement and Automation Explorer in LabVIEW. When the task is set to edge
counting, the device counts the rising or falling edges via single edge counting or buffered edge counting. For IPES counting the configuration is set to count the rising edges with the 1 sample on demand method. Once the counting is activated the task will start accumulating the counts until it is turned off.

Figure 29: National Instruments DAQmx task to read counts.
4.3.2 Sample Current Reading

Initially the time required to scan at each step was determined from the measured beam current coming from the gun. When the accumulated current reached the set threshold, the software would stop counting and increase the beam energy by the step size to continue scanning.

Figure 30: Sample current acquisition setup.

A picoammeter was then connected to the stage holding the sample to directly measure the sample current. This value is now used to define the time measured at each step therefore the count rate is a true indication of counts per set charge. The sample
current is needed to normalize the count measurement at each step due to variations of the current as the beam energy is changed. If the counts at each measurement are normalized to a set time instead, the change in current is not accounted for and the counts cannot be accurately compared. To implement this, the National Instruments data acquisition software was again utilized. Figure 30 shows the DAQ setup for the input. The picoammeter takes in a current value between 0-20 µA and outputs a mapped voltage from 0-2 V accordingly. The reading is taken at a rate of 1000 Hz. In the IPES software these values are averaged every 1 second to resolve the current reading that is taken for the step to determine time to count.

Figure 31: LabVIEW stage current reading and averaging.

Figure 32: Sample current front VI display.
The plot of the sample current scan and the mean value is shown in Figure 32. The current is averaged over 1 second to take into account the slight variations shown in the graph. Note that the current values have already been converted to the proper 0-20 µA mapping in the back VI code for the sample current in Figure 31.

4.3.3 Stanford Power Supply Control

The IPES LabVIEW software has been designed to control as many aspects of the measurement as possible for easy operation. The control of the Stanford PS-350 high voltage power supply has been added to each mode in the program. Remote controlling of the power supply can be turned on and off and be set to any desired voltage. This value is verified by the output of the power supply on the VI. Figure 33 shows the control loop.

Figure 33: Stanford PS-350 LabVIEW control loop.
4.3.4 “Automatic Mode” Flowchart

The structure of the “Automatic Mode” of the software is shown in Figure 34 with a flowchart. This mode of the program encompasses a great deal of the functions featured in the other tabs, therefore it is discussed in detail. After starting the program the user has many parameters to input. Parameters such as the start and stop energies, step size, number of scans, and charge in μAs are required for each measurement. The remaining parameters which are enclosed in another structure in the graphical user interface (GUI) are not necessary but are important and will also later be saved in the data file.

After the parameters are set the scan can then be started. First the array and scan number are initialized. The acquisition of the driver software to register the counts follows. There are three loops in the automatic mode. Starting from the outside and working in, the first loop checks to see what number scan is currently being run and if the set number threshold has been reached. The second smaller loop is responsible for energy range adjustments of each scan. This loop will compare the current energy of the electron beam and determine if the maximum desired value has been reached. Lastly, the smallest loop is for the energy comparison at each different step size. This measures the sample current that has accumulated at a step and compares it to the preset current threshold value to ensure the counts are comparable. At the end of each scan an array is built with the scan data and the parameters first input to the GUI. This array is automatically saved in a text file labeled with the scan number. Once the final scan ends, another array is created and saved, which includes all of the averaged scan information.
Figure 34: Automatic mode flowchart.
4.3.5 Data Acquisition

The basic overview of the program has been presented but a more thorough description of the code is required to show how each step is achieved.

The data acquisition is similar in all 3 modes, the most complex of these being the “Automatic Mode”. This mode is explained in detail in this section. The arrays are first initialized with all zeros shown in step 1 of Figure 35. The beam energy is one of the array inputs. It is at this stage where a desired Fermi edge shift can be taken into account. The Fermi edge is by default set at 0 eV but can be changed to a desired value once the Fermi edge of the system is determined. The other array input is the counts measured at each step. These two arrays are then combined and transposed for later manipulation. The two values are also used to build a graph which will show the user the current scan progress.

The count acquisition that is stored in the array of Figure 35 is shown in detail in Figure 36. The DAQmx driver software reads the counts from the previous setup where the PCI card is input the single channel analyzer signal. This is all contained in a while loop. The counts are detected and accumulate until the set charge in μAs is reached using the mean sample current. After the while loop is terminated, the total counts for that respective step are saved to the previous array.
Figure 35: Count rate array creation.

The next data structure shown in Figure 37 is used to increase the electron energy according to the step size. The measurement energy is increased by the step size and thereafter checked against the set end energy of the scan. Because the energy readings
from the electron gun vary slightly and are not equal to integers, 0.01 was added to the end energy comparison to assure that the final step was not overlooked and the scan ends prematurely. The newly increased measurement energy is then fed into the “measurement step in eV” parameter which will write to the DataSocket and the electron energy will be increased. After the measurement increase there is a delay inserted to suspend counting while the electron gun adjusts to the new energy. If the end has been reached and the current energy is higher than the end energy, the gun energy is dropped back down to the initial value of 2 eV.

Figure 36: Counting loop for each individual step measurement.
When the full range scan has completed the data has to be saved. The array has been building with every step measurement. Now this completed array is taken and certain information is added. In the initial setup before starting the scan several parameters were designated. These values are then stored along with the count information. The parameters include:

- Acetone and argon pressure
- Counter voltage
- Number of scans
- Charge in $\mu$As
- Step in eV
- Fermi edge
- Start and stop energies
Through the use of shift registers the count data for a full scan is saved and then added to the next scan. This is done for two reasons. First, while the scans are in process there is another graph which shows the average of the scans at that point. The second reason is that at the end there is another save file that contains the averaged scan information to avoid having the user do this manually.

The output from the array built in the previous figure is shown in Figure 39. All of the parameters noted are listed at the top of the file with a # sign designating a comment. This information is saved along with the data as a backup should anything happen to the original written notes. The file can also be analyzed with ease and compared to other scans. The output format carries a .xy extension where a special macro was written to extract the data into the software, Igor Pro. Igor Pro is a scientific and engineering data analysis program, which can produce publication quality graphs.
Figure 39: Sample output .xy data file.
CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTAL IPES SCANS AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Experimental Resolution of Detector

After successful completion of the setup and LabVIEW software, the system was tested to determine the resolution. An Ar⁺ sputtered polycrystalline Au sample was inserted into the chamber for analysis. The scan was acquired using the parameters detailed in Appendix D. Figure 40 features the Fermi edge of the Au sample for resolution analysis. Due to analyzer broadening the resolution is required to later correct values in the determination of unoccupied state locations and the CBM of a sample. By fitting a line to the Fermi edge increase and drawing horizontal markers for the minimum and maximum, the resolution of the system can be acquired. Overall width of the edge is 0.86 eV and the resolution is therefore taken as half of the width, 0.43 eV. This value agrees well with the detector resolution expected from Chapter 3 and published data by Budke et al. [37].

The resolution analysis leads to the computation of the Fermi edge at 4.89 eV. After the assessment of the Fermi edge, the energy scale is adjusted according to convention by designating the Fermi edge to be 0 eV. The energy of the Fermi edge is independent of the sample measured due to the electrical contact between e-gun filament and sample. It only depends on the difference between the photon detector energy and the work function of the material used to generate electrons. From Chapter 3, the photon
detector has a minimum ionization energy of 9.7 eV and the work function of the tantalum disc used to generate electrons is $\sim 4.25$ eV [42]. The calculated energy difference of 5.35 eV is close to the experimental value 4.89 eV where the shift is accounted for by the tantalum disc energy spread of $\leq 0.7$ eV [43].

Figure 40: Sputtered Au measurement used to determine resolution of system.
The complete IPES scan of the polycrystalline Au is shown in Figure 41. The x-axis energy range has been changed to reflect the position of the Fermi edge. Its spectrum is very similar to IPES measurements of Au by Michel and Ferrer, and exhibits the same feature and shape [44]. This calibration scan will serve as a comparison for other materials whose transfer gap is unknown.

![IPES scan of Au](image)

**Figure 41: IPES scan of Au.**

### 5.2 IPES Scan of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)

Shown in Figure 42 is an IPES scan of indium tin oxide (ITO). ITO is a transparent conductive oxide commonly used in electronic devices such as touchscreens,
liquid crystal displays and electronic ink. The optical band gap for ITO ranges from 3.5 – 4.3 eV as published by Kim et al. [45]. The valence band maximum of ITO determined by UPS has been published as 3.25 eV by Gutmann et al. [46].

Utilizing the IPES scan of ITO, the CBM is acquired by investigating the conduction band onset and adjusting for detector broadening attained in Section 5.1. Using the resolution value of 0.43 eV, the CBM is established at 1.70 eV. This is indicated in the shifted line of Figure 42. In conjunction with the published VBM, the resulted transfer gap is 4.95 eV. From the discussion in Section 1.3 of the variation between optical band gaps and transfer gaps, the resultant ITO transfer gap corresponds well and is considerably larger than the optical gap.

![Figure 42: IPES scan of ITO showing a shift in the conduction band.](image-url)
5.3 Conclusion

Inverse photoemission spectroscopy has been implemented as a method of studying the unoccupied states of materials. IPES measures the energy range between the Fermi energy $E_F$ and the vacuum level $E_{\text{vac}}$. This thesis has detailed the physical construction of the components in the setup along with the software written to control operation. Background theory was introduced for both photoemission and inverse photoemission spectroscopy with examples of each.

The photon detector bandpass elements were explained and the combination of window/gas mixture required for a nominal resolution while conserving the count rate was discussed. The photon detector was examined with various gas mixtures where the optimal mixture chosen for scan repeatability was a partial acetone pressure of 1 mbar ($N_2$ calibration factor) and total acetone and argon pressure of 200 mbar (Ar calibration factor). The setup was tested with a known measurement of Au to determine both the experimental resolution of the detector and the location of the Fermi edge. This Fermi edge position will be utilized in all future measurements to quantify unoccupied state locations and the conduction band onset.

Further applications of this setup are promising. The IPES technique can be applied to many materials and interfaces. The ITO sample analyzed in Section 5.2 is only one such example where the conduction band minimum has been determined and is then utilized for transfer gap analysis. Interfaces between different materials can be analyzed as well and the band offset can be determined giving information about the electron and hole injection barriers when used in conjunction with UPS.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Filling the Detector with Gas

The gas mixture inside the photon detector is very important and any impurities can change its behavior. Before filling the photon detector with the gas mixture, the detector has to be completely evacuated. The gas manifold is opened in such a way that the turbomolecular pump is pumping only the photon detector. Referring to Figure 14 on page 26, the valve to the pump is slowly opened due to the fact that the pump cannot handle higher pressures than $10^{-4}$ torr. Heat tape is wrapped around the detector to accelerate the outgassing of any molecules in the tube by heating to 100 °C.

Once the detector has been pumped down and is below $10^3$ mbar range as measured by the thermovac gauge, the gas can then be let into the detector one at a time. Before opening the acetone valve it is essential to make sure the turbomolecular pump valve is closed. Referring to Figure 14, only the valve to the photon detector is opened. The acetone valve is very slowly opened and the pressure is read on the thermovac gauge with the N2 calibration factor. Once the reading hits the 1 mbar acetone partial pressure the valve is closed. The detector valve is still left open. During this time the argon cylinder is opened for a few seconds at the main valve on the bottle to fill up the line before the first valve. Note that the pressure in this small line will be very high. The first valve is then opened fully. Following the line towards the photon detector, the second valve is then very carefully opened. The pressure reading should be changed to Ar for the total combination pressure. Since the line will be at an overpressure coming from the argon cylinder there is no leaking of the acetone out of the line previously filled.
Appendix A (Continued)

When the total pressure reaches 200 mbar, the second valve can be closed. The valve to the photon detector can also be closed. The gas should then settle for 20 minutes before a scan is started. While waiting for the gas to settle, the electron gun can be started and warmed up. The warming process is explained in detail in Appendix B.

The remaining valves of the manifold can then be opened for pumping out the lines to ensure a high vacuum when refilling the counter. Note again to slowly open the turbomolecular pump valve because the lines now have high pressure due to the argon previously released. The gas mixture in the photon detector can now be used for up to two weeks without refilling.
Appendix B: Starting Up the Electron Gun

The electron gun has to be carefully ramped up to operating conditions otherwise its lifetime can be drastically reduced. Looking at Figure 27 in Section 4.2, there are 3 very important parameters when powering on the electron gun.

First the cathode element has to be heated to operate in between the temperature and space charge limited modes described in the electron gun theory section of Chapter 1. The source voltage is slowly raised by increments of 0.25 V. As the voltage increases there will be a graphical indicator of the temperature increasing. This is determined by the current flowing through the tantalum disc. As the disc heats up its resistivity will change. The current will drop and this is reflected in the temperature shown in the graph of the Kimball software in Figure 43. The source voltage should initially be increased so as the cathode temperature is 2000 °K. Then the user must wait approximately 20 minutes and occasionally check the current flowing through the cathode. The source voltage must again be increased to raise the now lowered current and temperature. After this time the source voltage will be ~ 1.55 V for a current of 1.6 A.

The second part of preparing the electron beam is to set the desired electron energy. For startup the energy is set to the default lowest value in the IPES software (2 eV). The electron energy is set through the potential difference between the cathode and first anode. When the electron beam leaves the floating region of the gun and approaches the grounded aperture, its acceleration is varied by the relative voltage difference between the energy supply and the 1st anode voltage. Without applying a 1st anode voltage the electron is not accelerated in the gun and no current is measured.
Lastly the 1st anode voltage is increased. While there is no software safeguard to the rate of increase in this parameter, maximum 20 V increments are recommended. The operating value of the G2 voltage is 60 V. There should now be an emission current measured and displayed on the Kimball software around 9 µA.
Appendix C: Setting Up Electronics

The preamplifier is connected directly to the photon detector through its front output. On the back of the preamplifier is an input for the high voltage from the Stanford power supply and an output to amplifier. The preamplifier connects to the back of the amplifier for a power source. This is one way to reduce noise and have the components share a ground source. The amplifier is set up with the following specifications:

- Coarse gain = 50
- Fine gain = 0.5
- Shaping time = 3.0 \( \mu s \)
- Output range = +10 V
- Base line restoration = OUT
- Delay = OUT
- Polarity = NEG

The amplifier output is fed into the single channel analyzer (SCA). The value for the lower level cutoff in the SCA is 0.40 V with \( \Delta = 10 \) V. The lower level can be tested by viewing the LED on the front of the SCA. If the signal level is high enough to produce a positive output then the light will blink for each instance.

The high voltage is finally turned on and the “Detector voltage scan” mode in the IPES software is utilized. The scan is started with start and end voltages set to 500 V and 650 V, respectively, with a step size of 5 V. After the scan is finished, a voltage slightly
Appendix C (Continued)

below the maximum is chosen, ~5 to 10 V below the highest count rate. The applied voltage is kept steady during IPES scanning.

Figure 44: a) The preamplifier, b) amplifier and c) single channel analyzer component images.
Appendix D: Starting a Measurement

The operating parameters have to be input in the IPES LabVIEW software.

Values used for the scans of Au in characterizing the system were:

- Start energy = 2 eV
- End energy = 14 eV
- Step size = 0.10 eV
- Charge in µAs = 40
- Number of scans = 4

After the data is set then the user can press “Start Measurement” in the automatic mode. A popup window will appear to have the user select a save path and file name. Note that the filename should be left without an extension at the end. The program will automatically add the scan number to the end of the file name and make it a .xy file. Once the scans are finished a pop up message will appear saying the measurement is done. Afterwards, the saved data files can be found in selected path. The files can be imported through the Igor Pro macro for IPES.
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E.2 Permission for Use of Figure 6
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